
 

 

 

 

DIGI launches 10 Gbps internet - Fiberlink 10 G, the fastest 
internet in Romania 
 

• DIGI launches Fiberlink 10 Gbps, Romania's highest speed internet service for new and existing 

customers; 

• The service’s price is 50 lei/month (VAT included) for the Fiberlink 10 G package and 45 lei/month 

(VAT included) for the Fiberlink 2.5 G package; 

•  Starting in December 2021 the service will be available in Bucharest, and in 2022 in all county 

residences. 

DIGI launched on 30th September, for the first time in Romania, Fiberlink 10 G, the fastest fiber 

internet service, bringing customers speeds of up to 10 Gigabits per second. By introducing this 

innovative service to the market, the company becomes the first operator in Romania to offer 

a product that reaches 10 Gbps and, thus, marks the evolution towards a new stage of 

development. 

Fiberlink 10 Gbps high-speed Internet service will be available for the company's customers in three phases. 

In the first phase, customers living in areas of Sector 1 in Bucharest (available on the website) will benefit 

from the advantages of this product, and in December the service will be offered to the entire capital. From 

2022, the Fiberlink 10 G subscription will cover all counties, starting with Brasov, Cluj, Constanta, Craiova, 

Iasi, Oradea and Timisoara. 

The monthly price of the Fiberlink 10 G service is 50 lei (approx. €10, VAT included), and for Fiberlink 

2.5 G it’s 45 lei (a little over €9, VAT included). As of today, the existing customers, who are included in 

the first phase, can launch pre-orders / upgrade to the current package directly from their client account 

or request the subscription at DIGI points of presence or by calling 031.400.4600. 

‘’Romania is included, as of today, in the category of countries where the new generation of digital services 

is operating, thanks to Fiberlink 10 G optic fiber internet technology. This is a bold initiative of our company 

to significantly improve our customers experience and, hopefully, to facilitate access to the internet of 

future. The performance of this service is 10 times better than 1 Gbps technology, a package launched by 

DIGI eight years ago. For this progress I thank all our colleagues who have shown constant commitment, 

so that DIGI is the first operator in Romania to provide its clients with the best communications services at 

the most attractive and affordable prices on the market," said Valentin Popoviciu, Vice President DIGI | 

RCS & RDS.   

With Fiberlink 10G, customers can experience the real-time benefits of the internet of the future - boosted 

speed for multiple devices connected to the wireless network at the same time, enhanced remote working 
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and online learning experience, superior connection for gaming enthusiasts and instant access to high-

quality video content.  

DIGI is the telecom operator with the most extensive and modern fiber-optic network in the country, 

covering 7.7 million homes, 84% of all households, by the end of 2020. The company is the market leader in 

the fixed internet services segment, with 59% market share as of 31 December 2020, according to the 

National Authority for Administration and Regulation in Communications (ANCOM).  

About DIGI Group 
 

The DIGI Group is the leader of the fixed internet services, pay-tv, and fixed telephony in Romania and one of 
the top European operators in the field of converged electronic communications, conducting operations in 
Hungary, Spain and Italy. The company has the most modern (state of the art) and most extensive fiber optic 
network in the region, reaching a coverage of about 9.8 million households in Romania and Hungary, by the 
end of 2020. 
 
In the field of mobile voice and data services, DIGI has always been a pioneer, implementing the most 
advanced technologies from an early age. DIGI brings to market the most accessible electronic 
communications services, both in the field of fixed and mobile services. This competitive advantage has over 
time turned into a benefit for millions of customers, who have thus gained faster and less expensive access 
to the best quality services. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

For details 
Communication and CSR Department 
comunicare@rcs-rds.ro 
 

Phone: +40 31 400 42 44  
www.DIGI.ro 
https://www.facebook.com/
digipunctro 
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